
The features 
of our saddlesrt 

As premium manufacturers of quality leather products we feel not only committed 
towards our customers to produce according to the most advanced ecological prin-

ciples and methods, but we must, of course, also comply with relevant EU regula-
tions. 

Process-related qualities such as leather thickness, colour and surface must meet 
certain DIN standards, just as must the resulting properties of the leather, e.g. tensile 

and stitch tear strength or the folding endurance. For years, we have used only high-
grade European hides to ensure that Kieffer quality products meet these exact quality 

requirements.

ADVANTAGES OF A LEATHER SADDLE

• Leather is a natural material, very abrasion-resistant and hard-wearing
• Leather saddles are breathable and skin-friendly, with a positive effect on both  

rider and horse alike
• Quality leather feels supple, soft and flexible

• With correct care, a leather saddle can be extremely long-lasting

TREE WIDTH

The tree width of saddles is measured between both ends of the tree tips and is set for all saddles 
ex works at 33 cm, independent of saddle sizes.

SEAT

A specially designed seat anatomy and ergonomics ensure a safe and correct sit.  
Kieffer saddle models are available in the following seat styles:

flat anatomically deep half deep deep

KNEE ROLLS

Depending on the model, the 
rolls are attached to the saddle in 

two different styles.

KNEE ROLLS ON THE SADDLE FLAP

The roll is mounted directly on the 
saddle flap, which has a stabilizing 
effect on the rider’s seat.

KNEE ROLLS UNDER THE SADDLE FLAP

The roll is mounted to the panel 
under the saddle flap, thus providing 
a very soft knee support.

SIZES

Depending on the model, Kieffer saddles are available in up to three sizes:.

Size 0 = 16" Size 1 = 17" Size 2 = 18"
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PERFORMANCE, ADVANTAGES AND ORIGIN

Kieffer saddle trees are made of high-quality, glass fibre reinforced synthetic  
material and fitted with a soft, permanently elastic seat covering.  
In case of emergency, the recessed stirrup bars ensure a safe opening even 
after years of use.

All present Kieffer saddle trees are adjustable. Depending on the model, the 
width of a Kieffer saddle tree can be adjusted either thermally by heating in 
an infrared process or by cold adjustment of the gullet plate using the Kieffer 
alteration bench. This can be done by a qualified dealer, master saddler or in 
our own service department.

QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS

• Individual adjustment & optimal fit
• Comfortable seat & innovative gullet plate
• High elasticity & flexibility
• 5-year warranty against breakage of the saddle tree

ALL KIEFFER SADDLE TREES ARE EASILY AND STEPLESS  
ADJUSTABLE TO THE HORSE’S BACK 

A qualified dealer can, with the help of the Kieffer’s specially developed  
alteration bench, adjust all current saddle trees individually up to a maximum 
tree width of 38 cm and consequently provide an indiviual gullet size.

With an infrared process, the chamber width of the standard saddle tree may 
be adjusted from the exterior of the saddle as often as required. 

Kieffer saddle trees in the ‘1000’ version or ‘Exclusive’ version are suitable  
for a stepless adjustment via the integrated gullet plate.

PPH-SYNTHETIC SADDLE TREE –  
THE STANDARD MODEL

For over 40 years, the Kieffer standard  
saddle tree has been popular with rid-
ers and favoured for its distinctive cut 
back pommel. This characteristic not 
only provides horses with a freedom of 
withers but also gives the rider a safe 
and comfortable seat at all times.

ADJUSTABILITY: 
As our synthetic saddle trees do not 
have a gullet plate they are adjustable 
to the required size in an infrared 
process with the Kieffer alteration 
bench. The saddle is clamped onto 
the bench and the front part heated. 
After adjustment the saddle must 
remain fixed on the bench for at least 
12 hours to cool off.

SADDLE TREE ‘EXCLUSIVE’ WITH  
INTEGRATED GULLET PLATE

This advancement in the field of sad-
dle trees increases safety as well as 
riding comfort particularly in the seat 
region. Gullet plate and stirrup bar 
form a unification made of high-qual-
ity steel which is inset in the upper 
area of the saddle tree. This system 

Saddle Tree 
‘Exclusive’

Saddle Tree 
‘1000  

Exclusive’

Saddle Tree 
‘Standard’

The centerpiece of our saddles:  
our different saddle trees 

SADDLE TECHNOLOGY

Steplessly adjustable 
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exclusively patented by Kieffer, leads 
the stirrup bar closer to the saddle 
tree – the result is a narrower pommel 
and more seating comfort in the front 
part of the saddle. 

Another advantage of this construc-
tion is that an escape of the stirrup 
bar is in actual fact impossible.

The gullet plate is located above and 
not below the saddle tree as is usual, 
consequently sharp corners can 
herewith be avoided. In the case of 
a saddle tree with a narrow set fitting 
for a horse with a slim body shape, 
the gullet plate does not deform in 
a V-shape but remains in a round-
ed shape to prevent jamming the 
withers.

Of particular importance is the fact, 
that because of the seamless con-
nection of gullet plate and stirrup bar 
the pressure caused by mounting 
the horse is distributed evenly over 
the whole saddle tree – this prevents 
the saddle tree from deforming. A 

deforming of the saddle tree, occurs 
in many saddles over a long time 
period and may result in a tilting of 
the rider’s seat which of course would 
have negative consequences for the 
rider and the horse.

To achieve an even better seat 
experience for the rider, the stirrup 
bar is mounted closer to the saddle 
tree. The pommel thus becomes 
narrower for a more comfortable seat. 
The gullet plate is recessed into the 
saddle tree and consequently does 
not constrain the rider in any way.

ADJUSTABILITY: 
With its integrated gullet plate, the 
saddle tree model ‘Exclusive’ sup-
ports an easy fit for a new saddle 
purchase and aids adjustment of the 
saddle tree which may be neces-
sary due to muscular development 
of the horse or a change of horse 
ownership. In order to fit the saddle 
tree, the saddle is simply mounted 
onto the Kieffer alteration bench and 
adjusted by cold processing to make 
it either narrower or wider.

SADDLE TREE ‘1000’ – FOR NORMAL 
AND WIDE BACKS

This saddle tree consists of Polypro-
pylen with a glass fibre reinforce-
ment. The seat comes with a Poly-
urethan-Membrane and provides a 
pleasant sitting comfort. The stirrup 

bars are made of a special stain-
less steel alloy with a load capacity 
amounting to 1.700 kg. The forged 
gullet plate is  
simple and steplessly adjustable.

This saddle tree is especially suited 
for horses with normal or wider backs  
and enables the use of a bolted 
panel.

ADJUSTABILITY:
Because of its forged, high-quality 
gullet plate, the saddle is steplessly 
adjustable as often as necessary. In 
order to fit the saddle tree, the saddle 
is simply mounted onto the Kieffer 
alteration bench and adjusted by cold 
processing to make it either narrower 
or wider. 

Alteration 
bench Art.-Nr. 

861
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STANDARD SADDLE PANEL

This panel is suitable for horses with 
a normal round back – especially for 
horses with a significant difference in 
height between the withers and the 
18th thoracic vertebrae. 

The horse’s back should be evenly 
muscled in order to provide an even 
contact area for the panels avoiding 
bridging or pressure points.

As an option, this panel is available 
with an enlarged volume in the rear 
that is 1,5 cm higher than on the 
usual standard model and allows a 
greater adjustment potential when 
more height is necessary.

DROP PANEL

The innovative ‘Drop Panel’ provides 
a significant larger contact area and 
a more voluminious cushion behind 
the shoulder in comparison to our 
standard panel. In particular, horses 
with problems in the trapezium mus-
cle area or with hollow shoulders will 
benefit from this extra new feature. 

The contact area on the horse’s back 
is optimized to prevent bridging or 
pressure points being built. The pos-
sibility that the saddle can swing in 
harmony with the horse’s movements 
is not influenced in any negative way 
by the ‘Drop Panel‘.

This panel allows a greater adjust-
ment potential when reflocking is 
needed and offers the saddler a 
better choice of adaption of the  
panel for a soft and perfect fit.

Due to its various adaptabilities, its 
softness and its supportive effects on 
muscle growth, the ‘Drop Panel’ has 
become one of Kieffer’s most popu-
lar panels and is optionally available 
for almost all dressage and general 
purpose saddles.

PASSAGE SADDLE PANEL

Saddle panel ‘Passage’ with its 
shortened panel at the front (half 
panel) complements Kieffer’s saddle 
panel options and provides an even 
better freedom of movement around 
the shoulder. Due to its specific cut it 
is eminently suitable for well-trained 
horses with a wide costal arch.

For horses as mentioned above but 
with atrophies in the shoulder area, 
the ‘Passage Panel‘ is also available 
in combination with ‘Drop Panel Cut‘.

The saddle panel ‘Passage’ is  
available for all dressage saddles with 
knee rolls positioned on the saddle 
flap.

Standard Saddle Panel Drop Panel

Passage Saddle Panel

Discover our variety of  
saddle panels for a perfect fit

Standard Saddle Panel

Passage – Half  panel

SADDLE TECHNOLOGY10



SHORT PANEL IN THE REAR

Our shortest saddle panel is suitable 
for horses with special requirements. 
Standard saddles often rest over the 
lumbar region on horses with a short-
er back. We at Kieffer have developed 
a special short panel to cope for 
horses having a comparatively short 
contact area or a significant rising 
lumbar vertebrae.

The dressage models ‘Inzell’ and 
‘Salzburg’, which are also available 
as general purpose saddles, can be 
ordered as standard models with  
this short panel.

This panel variation is optionally avail-
able for almost all dressage saddles.

1000 STANDARD SADDLE PANEL

This panel offers a classic cut  
with standard volume for flocking.  
In combination with saddle tree  
‘1000 Exclusive’ it is suitable for  
athletic horses with a straight,  
short contact area.

The horse’s back should be evenly 
muscled in order to provide an even 
contact area for the panels avoiding 
bridging or pressure points.

1000 EXTRA WIDE  
FOAM-MOLDED PANEL

This special kind of saddle panel can 
only be combined with with saddle 
tree ‘1000 Exclusive’ and expands 
our range of saddle panels with a 
variant especially made for horses 
with a round body, a wider back and 
a straight, short contact area. Due 
to this concept we are able to meet 
the requirements of the wider, short 
backed horse who need a spacious 
saddle contact area.

Dressage saddle Brugge,  
general purpose saddle Bern and  
our trekking saddles are available 
with this special saddle panel.

Short panel 
in the rear

1000 Standard Saddle Panel

in comparison with Standard panel

1000 Extra wide  
foam-molded panel

The variety of our different panel cuts 
allows us to respond to the individual 
anatomy of the horse’s back.

1000 Standard Saddle Panel

Only in  
combination 
with saddle 
tree 1000

1000 Extra wide  
foam-molded panel
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SATTELTECHNIK

Saddle Tree 
‘Exclusive’

SADDLE PANEL SADDLE PANEL CHARACTERISTICS WHICH PANEL FOR WHICH HORSE TYPE? DRESSAGE JUMPING GENERAL PURPOSE ENDURANCE

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
STANDARD

Classic cut with standard volume  
for flocking

• Horses with a normal round back and  
adequetely developed muscles

Action, Ascona, Bayern, 
Lech Profi, Lusitano Evo, 
Lusitano Kuer, Malmo, 
Paris, Piet, Sterntaler, Ulla 
Salzgeber, Rusty, Ulla, 
Wall-Street, Wien

Jump Vario, Koof AT,  
Koof FL, Liverpool

Aachen, Europe,  
Garmisch, Garmisch  
Evolution, Zurich

Gourbi

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
DROP PANEL

Enlarged volume and contact area  
at the front of the panel

• Atrophies behind the shoulder
• High withers
• Slightly swaybacked

Anna, Wellington,  
all models with  
Standard Panel

All models with  
Standard Panel

Gourbi

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
PASSAGE

Shortened panel  
at the front

• Wide back / wide costal arch
• Well-muscled

Bayern (with knee rolls  
on the saddle flap),  
Champion, Lech Profi,  
Lusitano Evo, Lusitano 
Kuer, Passage

Gourbi

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
PASSAGE  
+ DROP PANEL

Shortened panel at the front  
combined with Drop Panel Cut

• Wide back / wide costal arch
• Atrophies behind the shoulder

Bayern (with knee rolls  
on the saddle flap), Cham-
pion, Lech Profi, Lusitano 
Evo, Lusitano Kuer, Passa-
ge, Young Profi G-Pony

Gourbi

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
SHORT PANEL IN 
THE REAR

Shortened panel in the rear with  
lower volume and smaller contact 
area (-1,5 cm)

• Very short back
• Significant rising lumbar vertebrae

Inzell, Salzburg,  
all models with  
Standard Panel

Salzburg Gourbi

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT:   
+ 1,5 CM MORE 
HEIGHT (REAR)

Enlarged volume in the rear  
of the panel

• Significant difference in height between  
he withers and the 18th thoracic vertebra

• Slanting or straight saddle position

All models with  
Standard Panel

All models with  
Standard Panel

All models with  
Standard Panel

Gourbi

The Kieffer saddle trees ‘Standard’ (without gullet plate) and ‘Exclusive’ (with gullet  
plate) are characterised by an open, distinctive cut back pommel, a curved form as 
well as longer tree tips. Both are well-suited for normal to high-withered horses with 
normal to curved backline.

 ℹ The saddle models Athen, Florenz, Orphee, Kieffer‘s Monoblatt, Kieffer Move® and Distance  
are fitted with individual panel cuts.

Assigning saddle 
trees and panels  
correctly

SADDLE TECHNOLOGY12



SADDLE PANEL SADDLE PANEL CHARACTERISTICS WHICH PANEL FOR WHICH HORSE TYPE? DRESSAGE JUMPING GENERAL PURPOSE ENDURANCE

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
STANDARD

Classic cut with standard volume  
for flocking

• Horses with a normal round back and  
adequetely developed muscles

Action, Ascona, Bayern, 
Lech Profi, Lusitano Evo, 
Lusitano Kuer, Malmo, 
Paris, Piet, Sterntaler, Ulla 
Salzgeber, Rusty, Ulla, 
Wall-Street, Wien

Jump Vario, Koof AT,  
Koof FL, Liverpool

Aachen, Europe,  
Garmisch, Garmisch  
Evolution, Zurich

Gourbi

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
DROP PANEL

Enlarged volume and contact area  
at the front of the panel

• Atrophies behind the shoulder
• High withers
• Slightly swaybacked

Anna, Wellington,  
all models with  
Standard Panel

All models with  
Standard Panel

Gourbi

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
PASSAGE

Shortened panel  
at the front

• Wide back / wide costal arch
• Well-muscled

Bayern (with knee rolls  
on the saddle flap),  
Champion, Lech Profi,  
Lusitano Evo, Lusitano 
Kuer, Passage

Gourbi

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
PASSAGE  
+ DROP PANEL

Shortened panel at the front  
combined with Drop Panel Cut

• Wide back / wide costal arch
• Atrophies behind the shoulder

Bayern (with knee rolls  
on the saddle flap), Cham-
pion, Lech Profi, Lusitano 
Evo, Lusitano Kuer, Passa-
ge, Young Profi G-Pony

Gourbi

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
SHORT PANEL IN 
THE REAR

Shortened panel in the rear with  
lower volume and smaller contact 
area (-1,5 cm)

• Very short back
• Significant rising lumbar vertebrae

Inzell, Salzburg,  
all models with  
Standard Panel

Salzburg Gourbi

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT:   
+ 1,5 CM MORE 
HEIGHT (REAR)

Enlarged volume in the rear  
of the panel

• Significant difference in height between  
he withers and the 18th thoracic vertebra

• Slanting or straight saddle position

All models with  
Standard Panel

All models with  
Standard Panel

All models with  
Standard Panel

Gourbi

Horse with slightly  
swaybacked backline and  
sloping lumbar vertebrae

High-withered horse with 
longer slope into the saddle 

contact area. 

Horse with short, rounded 
back and significant  

rising lumbar vertebrae

 ℹ The saddle models Athen, Florenz, Orphee, Kieffer‘s Monoblatt, Kieffer Move® and Distance  
are fitted with individual panel cuts.

Horse with well-balanced 
contact area and slightly 
sloping lumbar vertebrae

Which tree fits best to the horse’s back? 
Recommendations for saddle trees  
‘Standard’ or ‘Exclusive’
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Saddle Tree 
‘1000 

Exclusive’

SADDLE PANEL SADDLE PANEL CHARACTERISTICS WHICH PANEL FOR WHICH HORSE TYPE? DRESSAGE JUMPING GENERAL PURPOSE TREKKING ICELANDIC HORSE SCHOOLING

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
1000 STANDARD

Classic cut with standard volume  
for flocking

• For athletic horses with a straight,  
short contact area

Lexington, Gote-
borg, Rotterdam, 
Young Profi M-Po-
ny, Pony S-Sport

Arezzo, Arezzo 
Exclusive, Jana

Le Mans Icelandic Pro Innovation

FOAM PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
STANDARD 1000

Classic cut • For athletic horses with a straight,  
short contact area

Arezzo, 
Arezzo  
Exclusive,  
Jana

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
HALF PANEL

Shortened panel  
at the front

• Wide back / wide costal arch
• Well-muscled

Lexington, Goteborg, 
Rotterdam, Young 
Profi M-Pony, Pony 
S-Sport

Le Mans Icelandic Pro Innovation

FOAM PANEL 
WITH EXTRA 
WIDE CONTACT 
AREA

Extra wide contact area • For horses with a wider back and straight,  
short contact area

Brugge Bern Kieffer’s Trail,  
Trekk Vario

Saddle Tree ‘1000’ (with gullet plate) is characterised by its shuttered pommel, a 
straight form as well as shorter tree tips. This saddle tree is suitable for low-withered 
horses with a straight backline and highly recommended for wide-backed horses with 
a well-muscled topline.

Assigning saddle 
trees and panels  
correctly

SADDLE TECHNOLOGY14



SADDLE PANEL SADDLE PANEL CHARACTERISTICS WHICH PANEL FOR WHICH HORSE TYPE? DRESSAGE JUMPING GENERAL PURPOSE TREKKING ICELANDIC HORSE SCHOOLING

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
1000 STANDARD

Classic cut with standard volume  
for flocking

• For athletic horses with a straight,  
short contact area

Lexington, Gote-
borg, Rotterdam, 
Young Profi M-Po-
ny, Pony S-Sport

Arezzo, Arezzo 
Exclusive, Jana

Le Mans Icelandic Pro Innovation

FOAM PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
STANDARD 1000

Classic cut • For athletic horses with a straight,  
short contact area

Arezzo, 
Arezzo  
Exclusive,  
Jana

GUSSET PANEL, 
PANEL CUT: 
HALF PANEL

Shortened panel  
at the front

• Wide back / wide costal arch
• Well-muscled

Lexington, Goteborg, 
Rotterdam, Young 
Profi M-Pony, Pony 
S-Sport

Le Mans Icelandic Pro Innovation

FOAM PANEL 
WITH EXTRA 
WIDE CONTACT 
AREA

Extra wide contact area • For horses with a wider back and straight,  
short contact area

Brugge Bern Kieffer’s Trail,  
Trekk Vario

Overbuilt horse with  
slightly curved backline 
and conical shaped torso

Horse with long and  
straight backline

Horse with relatively  
straight backline and 

slightly sloping lumbar 
vertebrae

Horse with well-balanced 
contact area and slightly 
sloping lumbar vertebrae

Which tree fits best to the horse’s back? 
Recommendations for saddle tree  
‘1000 Exclusive’
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SADDLES WITH  

SADDLE TREE
EXCLUSIVE

31 
LUSITANO  
EVO

23 
ANNA

24 
ASCONA

25 – NEW 
ASCONA II

26 
BAYERN

28 
CHAMPION

29 
FLORENZ

30 
INZELL

32 
LUSITANO  
KUER

40 
WELLINGTON

33 
MALMO

34 
PARIS

35 
PASSAGE

36 
PIET

37 
SALZBURG

38 
ULLA

39 
ULLA SALZGEBER

41 
YOUNG PROFI 
G-PONY

52 
JUMP VARIO

53 
NORBERT 
KOOF AT

54 
NORBERT 
KOOF FL

55 
LIVERPOOL

60 
AACHEN

72 
DISTANZ

61 
EUROPE CT 
COMFORT

73 
GOURBI

62 
GARMISCH

63 
GARMISCH 
EVOLUTION

64 
SALZBURG

65 
ZURICH

DRESSAGE

JUMPING

GENERAL 
PURPOSE

ENDURANCE
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SADDLES WITH 

SADDLE TREE
1000 EXCLUSIVE

45 
GOTEBORG

46 
LEXINGTON

47 – NEW 
PONY S-SPORT

48 
ROTTERDAM

49 
YOUNG PROFI 
M-PONY

44 
BRUGGE

70 
KIEFFER’S 
TRAIL

56 
AREZZO

71 
TREKK VARIO

57 
AREZZO 
EXCLUSIVE

58 
JANA

66 – NEW 
BERN

67 
LE MANS

45 
GOTEBORG

46 
LEXINGTON

48 
ROTTERDAM

44 
BRUGGE

70 
KIEFFER’S 
TRAIL

71 
TREKK VARIO

78 – NEW 
INNOVATION

74 – NEW 
ISLANDIC PRO

DRESSAGE

TREKKING

JUMPING

WORKING 
EQUITATION

GENERAL 
PURPOSE

SCHOOLING

ICELANDIC 
HORSE
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